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LONG AGO AND FAR A\rAY
FictionalPlace mdTme

' Sering u'd Atmosphere

' SomeAspects of Narrano,te-lime

Our relation to place, time, and weather, like our relation to clothes and other

objects, is charged with emotion more or less subtle, more or less profound. It is fllled

with judgment mellow or harsh. And it alters according to what happens to us. In
some rooms you are always trapped; you enter them with grim purpose and escape

them as soon as you can. Others invite you to settle in, to nestle or carouse. Some

landscapes lift your spirits; others depress you. Cold weather gives you energy and

bounce, or else it clogs your head and makes you huddle, struggling. You describe

yourself as a night person or a moming person. The house you loved as a child now

makes you, precisely because you were once happy there, think of loss and death.

All such emotion can be used or heightened (or invented) to dramatic effect in fic-

tion. Just as significant detail calls up a sense impression and also an abstraction, so the

setting and atmosphere of a story impart both information and emotion. Likewise, just

as the rhythm of your prose must work with and not against your intention, so the use

of narrative place and time must work with and not against your ultimate meaning.

As I write, part of me is impatient with these speculations. Dully aware that

every discussion of the elements of flction includes of necessity the notions of

atmosphere, setting, flashback and so on, I have an impulse to deal with the matter

summarily and get on to the next chapter. Events occur in time and through time;

people move in space and through space. Therefore, let your story occur during

some time and in some place, and take some attitude or other,

But parr of me is aware of a dull March day outside my window, a stubbled fleld

of muddy sno% rhe studenrs' heels sucked by the thawing path, the rubble of win-

t7r
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ter without any sign that the contract for spring is in the mail. The river is frozen

to the bridge and breaking up fitfully below; ice fidgets at the bank. This moming,

stretching too far in a series of sit-ups, I pulled my back out of joint, and now my

movements are confrned; my spine reaches cautiously for the back of the chair, and

my hand moves gingerly toward my tea. The dullness in myself looks for dullness in
the day, finds it, and creates it there.

And so, observing this, part of me is impelled toward awe at the boundaries of
time and space imposed on human beings and on their fictions, and yet always

pulling them toward a wider context. lil/hy must a story be set during some time

and in some place, and why does the choice inevitably matter? Psychologists have

determined that one of the earliest processes of a child's mental development is the

differentiation berween self and other. Until the infant discovers that its mother is

not i6elf, it has no sense of self as we know it. Yet even before this discovery it has

instinctive reactions to the elements, to warmth, cold, damp. As the mind devel-

ops it becomes aware of its environment, both social and physical, and hard on the

heels of this awareness comes the attempt to control and manipulate: crying for

mama, grasping the bars of the crib.
Biologists point out that the cells of our blood and bodies change according to

the season, like the sap of trees, so that spring fever is a physical fact. The blood

will thin and thicken in response to climate on the zones of the globe. The pupils

ofour eyes expand at night, contract by day.

Some linguists posit the theory that language itself originates in prepositions-
that is, that spatial and temporal relationships are the primary function of the

mind, and our perceptions of aboue, below, before, after, toward, beyond precede any

other element in the structure of logical expression. If this is so, then it would sug-

gest that our need to know and express where arrd when are at the core of our

humanity, the form of communication that differentiates us from all other species.

If this seems far-fetched, take this paragraph or any other and try making sense of it
without the prepositional phrases.

Setting and Atmosphere

Your fiction must have an atmosphere because without it your characters will be

unable to breathe.
Part of the atmosphere of a scene or story is its setting, including the locale, period,

wearher, time of day. Part of the atmosphere is its cone, an attitude taken by the narra'

tive voice that can be described in terms of a quality-sinisteE facetious, formal,

solemn, wry. The two facets of atmosphere, setting and tone, are often inextricably

mixed in the ultimate effect: a sinister atmosphere might be achieved panly by syntax,

rhythm, and word choice; partly by night, dampness and a desolated landscape.

You can orient your reader in place and time with straight information ("On the

southern bank of the Bayou Teche in the fall of '69 . . . ") , but as with the revelation

of character, you may more effectively reveal place and time through concrete

detail ("The bugs hung oq)er the black water in cbtsters of a steady hum.") Here the

information is indirect and we may have to wait for some of it, but the experience
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is direct. This technique of dropping us immediately into the scene (famously paro'
died by Snoopy rn Peanuu as "lt was a dark and storrny night") inevitably reveals

an attitude toward the setting and produces an atmosphere.

I{ARMOAIYAND CONFLICT
BETWEEN CHARACTER AND BACKqROUND

If character is the foreground of flction, setting is the background, and as in a

paintingt composition, the foreground may be in harmony or in conflict with the

background. If we think of the Impressionist paintings of the late nineteenth cen-

rury we think of the harmony o( say, women with light.scattering parasols

strolling against summer landscapes of light-scattering trees. By contrast, the

Spanish painter Jose Cortijo has a portrait of a girl on her Communion day; she sits

curled and ruffled, in a lace mantilla, on an omately carved Mediterranean throne

against a backdrop ofstark, harshly lit, poverty-stricken shacks.

Likewise the setting and characters of a story may be in harmony:

The Bus to St. James's-2 p161s51x1t Episcopal school for boys and girls-
started its round at eight o'clock in the moming, from a comer of Park

Avenue in the Sixties. The earliness of the hour meant that some of the
parents who took their children there were sleepy and still without coffee,

but with a clear sky the light struck the city at an extreme angle, the air was

fresh, and it was an exceptionally cheerful time of day. It was the hour when

cooks and door men walk dogs, and when porters scrub the lobby floor mats

with soap and water.

-john Cheever, "The Bus to St. Jatnes's"

Or there can be a inherent conflict between the background and foreground:

. . . He opened the door himself and started down the walk to get her
going. The sky was a dying violet and the houses stood out darkly against

it, bulbous liver-colored monstrosities of a uniform ugliness though no two
were alike. Since this had been a fashionable neighborhood forty years

ago, his mother persisted in thinking they did well to have an apartment
in it. Each house had a narrow collar of dirt around it in which sat,

usually, a grubby child. Julian walked with his hands in his pockets, his

head down and thrust forward and his eyes glazed with the determination
to make himself completely numb during the time he would be sacrificed

to her pleasure.

-Flannery O'Connor, " Everything Thot Rises Must C onu erge"

Notice how images of the time of day work with concrete details of place to cre-

ate very different atmospheres-on the one hand morning, Park Avenue, eotliness,
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clem sky,light, extreme angh, air, fresh, cheerful, dogs, squb, soap, water; andon the
other dying violet, darkly,bulbousliuer-coloredmonstosities, wriformuglmess, na.row,
dirt, grubby child. Notice also that where conflict occurs, there is already "narrative
content," or the makings of a story. We might reasonably expect that in the
Cheever story where the characters are in apparent harmony with their back.
ground, there is or will be conflict berween o. u*org those chiidren, parents, and
perhaps the servitors who keep their lives so well scrubbed. It won't surprise us,
toward the end of the story to see this contrasr between weather and narrative
mood: ". . . Mr. Bruce led her out the door into the freshness of a winter evening,
holding her, supporting her really, for she might have fallen."

sY?vtBOLIC AND SUGGESTIYE SETTING
'SThether 

there is conflict between character and setting or rhe conflict takes place
entirely in the foreground, within, between, or among the characters, the setting is
important to our understanding of character type and of what to expect, as well as
to the emotional value that arises from the conflict. As we need to know a charac-
ter's gender, race, and age, we need to know in what atmosphere she or he operates
to understand the significance of the action.

Since the rosy-fingered dawn came over the battlefield of Homer's Iliad (and no
doubt well before that), poets and wrirers have used the conrexr of history night,
storm, stars, sea, city, and plain to give their stories a sense of reaching out toward
the universe. Sometimes the universe resonates with an answer. In his plays
Shakespeare consistently drew parallels between the conflicts of the heavenly bod.
ies and the conflicts of nations and characters. lThether or not an author deliber-
ately uses this correspondence to suggest the influence of the macrocosm on the
microcosm, a story's setting can give the significant sense of other without which,
as in an infant's consciousness, there is no valid sense of self.

In "The Life You Save May Be Your Own," Flannery O'Connor uses the ele-
ments in a conscious Shakespearian way, letting the setting reflect and effect the
theme.

The old woman and her daughter were sitting on their own porch when
Mr. Shiflet came up their road for the first time. The old woman slid to the
edge of her chair and leaned forward, shading her eyes from the piercing
sunset with her hand. The daughter could not see far in front of her and
continued to play with her frngers. Although the old \ryoman lived in this
desolate spot with only her daughter, and she had never seen Mr. Shiflet
before, she could tell, even from a distance, that he was a tramp and no one
to be afraid of. His left coat sleeve was folded up to show there was only half
an arm in it and his gaunt flgure listed hghtly to the side as if the breeze were
pushing him. He had on a black rown suir and a brown felt hat thar was
tumed up in the front and down in the back and he carried a tin tool box by
a handle. He came on at an amble, up her road, his face tumed toward the
sun which appeared to be balancing itself on the peak of a small mounrain.
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The focus in this opening paragraph of the story is on the characters and their
actions, and the setting is economically, almost incidentally established: porch,

road, sunset, breeze, Peak, small mountain. What the passage gives us is a type of
landscape, rural and harsh; the only adjectives in the description of the setting are

piercing, desolate, and small. But this general background works together with
details of action, thought, and appearance to establish a great deal more that is

both informational and emotional. The old woman's peering suggests that people

on the road are not only unusual but suspicious. On the other hand, that she is

reassured to see a tramp suggests both a period and a set of assumptions about

country life. That Mr. Shiflet wears a town suit establishes him as a stranger to this

set of assumptions. That the sun appeared to be balancing itself (we are not sure

whether it is the old woman's observation or the author's) leaves us, at the end of
the paragraph, with a sense of anticipation and tension.

Now, what happens in the story is this: Mr. Shiflet repairs the old woman's car

and (in order to get the car) marries her retarded daughter. He abandons the

daughter on their honeymoon and picks up a hitchhiker who insults both Mr.

Shiflet and the memory of his mother. The hitchhiker jumps out. Mr. Shiflet curses

and drives on.
Throughout the story as in the first paragraph, the focus remains on the charac-

ters and their actions. Yet the landscape and the weather make their presence felt,

subtly commenting on attitudes and actions. As Mr. Shiflet's fortunes wax promis-

ing and he expresses satisfaction with his own morality, "A fat yellow moon

appeared in the branches of the fig tree as if it were going to roost there with the

chickens." 'S7hen, hatching his plot, he sits on the steps with the mother and

daughteq "The old woman's three mountains were black against the sky'" Once he

has abandoned the girl, the weather grows "hot and sultry, and the country had

flattened out. Deep in the sky a storm was preparing very slowly and without thun'
der." Once more there is a sunset, but this time the sun "was a reddening ball that
through his windshield was slightly flat on the bottom and top," and this deflated

sun reminds us of the "balanced" one about to be punctured by the peak in its
inevitable decline. !flhen the hitchhiker has left him, a cloud covers the sun, and

Mr. Shiflet in his fury prays for the Lord to "break forth and wash the slime from

this earthl" His prayer is apparently answered.

After a few minutes there was a guffawing peal of thunder from behind and

fantastic raindrops, like tin-can tops, crashed over the rear of Mr. Shiflet's

car. Very quickly he stepped on the gas and with his stump sticking out the

window he raced the galloping shower to Mobile.

The setting in this story as this bald summary emphasizes, is deliberately used as

a comment on the actions. The behavior of the elements, in ironic juxtaposition to

the title, "The Life You Save May Be Your Own", makes clear that the "slime" Mr.

Shiflet has damned may be himself. Yet the reader is never aware of this as a sym-

bolic intrusion. The setting remains natural and realistically convincing, an inci-
dental backdrop, until the heavens are ready to make their guffawing comment.
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Robert Coover's settings rarely present a symbolic or sentient universe, but they
produce in us an emotionally charged expectation of what is likely to happen here.
The following passages are the opening paragraphs of three short stories from a sin-
gle collection, Pricksongs andDescan*. Notice how the three different settings are

achieved not only by imagery and content, but also by the very different rhythms
of the sentence structure.

A pine forest in the midaftemoon. Two children follow an old man,
dropping breadcrumbs, singing nursery tunes. Dense earthy greens seep into
the darkening distance, flecked and streaked with filtered sunlight. Spots of
red, violet, pale blue, gold, burnt orange. The girl carries a basket for
gathering flowers. The boy is occupied with the crumbs. Their song tells of
God's care for little ones.

"The Gingerbread House"

Situation: television panei game, live audience. Stage strobelit and
cameras insecting about. Moderator, bag shape corseted and black suited
behind desk/rostrum, blinking mockmodesty at lens and lamps, practised
pucker on his soft mouth and brows arched in mild goodguy astonishment.
Opposite him, the panel: Aged Clown, Lovely Lady and Mr. America, fat as

the continent and bald as an eagle. There is an empty chair between Lady
and Mr. A, which is now filled, to the delighted squeals of all, by a specraror
dragged protesting from the Audience, nondescript introduced as Unwilling
Participant, or more simply, Bad Sport, Audience: same as ever, docile,
responsive, good-natured, terrifuing. And the Bad Sport, you ask, who is he?

fooll thou artl

"Panel Game"

She arrives at7.40, ten minutes late, but the children, Jimmy and Bitsy, are

still eating supper, and their parents are not ready to go yet. From the other
rooms come the sounds of a baby screaming, water running, a television
musical (no words: probably a dance number-patterns of gliding flgures

come to mind). Mrs. Tircker sweeps into the kitchen, fussing with her hair,
and snatches a baby bottle full of milk out of a pan of warm water, rushes out
again. Harry! she calls. The babysitter's here already!

"The Babysitter"

Here are three quite familiar places: a fairy-tale forest, a television studio, and a
suburban house. In at least the first two selections, the locale is more consciously
and insistently set than in the O'Connor opening, yet all three remain suggestive
backdrops rather than active participants. Coover directs our attitude toward these
places through imagery and tone. The forest is a neverland, and the time is once
upon a time, though there are grimmer than Grimm hints of violence about it. The
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television studio is a place of hysteria, chaos, and hypocrisy, whereas the American
suburbia, where presumably, such television shows are received, is boring rather
than chaotic, not hysterical but merely hassled in a predictable sort of way.

In "The Gingerbread House," simple sentence structure helps establish the
childhke quality appropriate to a fairy tale. But a more complex sentence inter-
venes, with surprising intensity of imagery: dense, earthy, seep, darkening, flecked,
streaked, filtered. Because of this, the innocence of the tone is set askew, so that by
the time we hear of God's care for little ones, we fully and accurately expect a bru-
tal disillusionment.

Note that although all flction is bounded by place and time, the place and time
may perfectly well be no place and outside time. The failure to create an atmos-
phere, to establish a sense of where or when the story takes place, always leaves us

bored or confused. But an intensely created fantasy world makes new boundaries
for the mind. Once upon a time, long ago ud fo:r away, a dreun, hell, heaoxn, time

woq , black hole, and the subconscious all have been the settings of excellent fiction.
Outer space is an exciting setting precisely because its physical boundary is the
outer edge of our familiar world. Obviously this does not absolve the writer from
the necessity of giving outer space its own characteristics, atmosphere, and logic. If
anything, these must be more intensely realized within the flction, since we have
less to borrow from in our own experience.

Setting can often, and in a variety of ways, arouse reader expectation and fore.
shadow events to come. In "The Gingerbread House," there is an implied conflict
between character and setting, between the sentimentality of the children's flowers
and nursery tunes and the threatening forest, so that we are immediately aware of
the central conflict of the story: innocence versus violence.

But as in the Cheever passage quoted earlier, anticipation can also be aroused
by an insistent single attitude toward setting, and in this case the reader, being a

contrary sort of person, is likely to anticipate a change or paradox. The opening
pages of E. M. Forster's A Passage to India, for instance, create an unrelenting por-
trait of the muddy dreariness of Chadrapore: nothing extraardinary, rubbish, meen,

ineffectiue, alleys, fihh, maAe of mud, mud mouing, abased, monotonous, rotting,
swelling, shrinking, low but indestructible form of life. The images are a little too one.
sided, and as we might protest in life against a too fanatical condemnation of a

place-isn't there anything good about it?-so we are led to expect (accurately
again) that in the pages that folloq somehow beauty and mystery will break forth
from the dross. Likewise but in the opposite way the opening pages of Woolf's Mrs.
Dalloway burst with affirmation, the beauty of London and spring, love of life and
love of life and love of life againl 'We suspect (accurately once more) that death
and hatred lurk.

'!7here conflict between character and setting is immediately introduced, as it is

in both "The Gingerbread House" and "Panel Game," it is usually because the
character is unfamiliar with, or uncomfortable in, the setting. In "Panel Game" it's
both. The television studio, which is in fact a familiar and unrhreatening place to
most of us, has been made mad. This is achieved partly by violating expected gram-
mar. The sentences are not sentences. They are missing vital verbs and logical con-
nectives, so that the images are squashed against each other. The prose is cluttered,
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effortful, negative; as a result, as reader you know the delighted squeals of all do
not include your own, and you're ready to sympathize with the unwilling central
character (youl).

ALIEN AND FAMILIAR SETTINq

Many poets and novelists have observed that the function of literature is to make
the ordinary fresh and strange. F. Scott Fitzgerald, on rhe other hand, advised a
young writer that reporting extreme things as if they were ordinary was the starting
point of fiction. Both of these views are rrue, and they are particularly true of set-
ting' lMhether a place is familiar or unfamiliar, comfortable or discomflting in 6c-
tion has nothing to do with whether the reader actually knows the place and feels
good there. It is an attitude taken, an assumption made. In his detective novels,
Ross MacDonald assumes a familiarity toward Califomia that is perfectly translat-
able into Japanese ("1 tumed left off the highway and down an old switchback
blacktop to a dead end"), whereas even the natives of North Hollywood must feel
alien on Tom \7olfe's version of their streets.

. . . endless scorched boulevards lined with one-story stores, shops, bowling
alleys, skating rinks, taco drive-ins, all ofthem shaped not like rectangles but
like trapezoids, from the way the roofs slant up from the back and the plate-
glass fronts slant our as if they're going to pitch forward on the sidewalk and
throw up.

The Kandy -Kolored Tangerine-Flnl<e S*ewnline Baby

The prose of rom sTolfe, whether about rural North carolina, Fifth Avenue, or
Cape Kennedy, lives in a tone of constant astonishment. Ray Bradbury's outer
space is pure down.home.

It was quiet in the deep moming of Mars, as quiet as a cool black well, with
stars shining in the canal waters, and, breathing in every room, the children
curled with their spiders in closed hands.

Martian Chronicles

The setting of the passage from Coover's "The Babysitter" is ordinary and is pre-
sented as ordinary. Th" rentences have standard and rather leisurely syntax; nei.
ther form nor image startles. In fact, there are few details of the sort that produce
interesting individuality: The house is presented without a style; the children are
named but not seen; Mrs. Tircker behaves in a way predictable and familiar to any-
one in late-twentieth-century America. lVhat Coover has in fact done is topresent
us with a setting so usual that we begin to suspect that something unusual is afoot.

I have said of characterization that if the character is presented as typical, we
would judge that character to be stupid or evil. The same is true of setring, but
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with results more varied and fruitful for an author's ultimate purpose. At the center
of a fiction is a consciousness, one as individual and vital as the author can pro-
duce. If the setting remains dull and damnable, then there is conflict between

character and setting, and this conflict can throw that individuality and vitality
into relief. Many great stories and novels have relied on setting as a means of
showing the intensity and variety of human consciousness by contrasting con-
sciousness with a social or physical world that is rule-hampered, insincere, and rou-
tine. Gustave Flauberth Malame Bouary comes instantly to mind: the fullness and

exactitude of the portrait is partly achieved by the provinciality of the background.
This provinciality, which is French and nineteenth century remains typical to
American readers of the 1990s, who are much more likely to have grown up in
Coover's suburban house. It is Flaubert's tone that creates a sense of the familiar
and the typical.

Much the same thing happens in "The Babysitter." The Tuckers, their house,

their children, their car, their night out, and their babysitter remain unvaryingly
typical through all the extemal actions in the course of the evening. Against this
backdrop play the individual fantasies of the characters-brilliant, brutal, sexual,

dangerous, and violent-which provides the conflict of the story.

One great ad.rantage of being a writer is that you may create the world. Places

and the elements have the signifrcance and the emotional effect you give them in
language. As a person you may be depressed by rain, but as an author you are free

to make rain mean freshness, growth, bounty, and God. You may choose; the only
thing you are not free to do is not to choose.

As with character, the first requisite of effective setting is to know it fully, to
experience it mentally, and the second is to create it through significant detail.
What sort of place is this, and what are its peculiarities? \What is the weather like,
the light, the season, the time of day? What are the contours of the land and archi-
tecture? lUhat are the social assumptions of the inhabitants, and how familiar and

comfortable are the characters with this place and its life-style? These things are

not less important in f,ction than in life, but more, since their selection inevitably
takes on significance.

ANE)GRCISE INSETTING

Here are a series of passages about war, set in various periods and places. The first is

in Russia during the campaign of Napoleon, the second in Italy during World lVar
I, the third on the island of Pianosa during !7orld War II, the fourth duri.ng the
Vietnam Wat the f,fth in a post-holocaust future.

Compare the settings. How do climate, period, imagery, and language con-
tribute to each? To what degree is setting a sentient force? Is there conflict between
character and setting? How does setting affect and/or reveal the attitude taken
toward the war?

Several tens of thousands of the slain lay in diverse postures and various
uniforms. Over the whole field, previously so gaily beautiful with the glitter
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of bayonets and cloudlets of smoke in the moming sun, there now spread a

mist of damp and smoke and a strange acid smell of saltpeter and blood.

Clouds gathered and drops ofrain began to fall on the dead and wounded, on

the frightened, exhausted, and hesitating men, as if to say: Enough, menl

Enough! Ceasel Bethink yourselves! What are you doing?

Leo Tolstoy, War mdPeace

In the late summer of that year we lived in a house in a village that
looked across the river and plain to the mountains. In the bed of the river
there were pebbles and boulders, dry and white in the sun, and the water was

clear and swiftly moving and blue in the channels. toops went by the house

and down the road and the dust they raised powdered the leaves of the trees.

The trunks of the trees too were dusty and the leaves fell early that year and

we saw the troops marching along the road and the dust rising and leaves,

stirred by the breeze, falling and the soldiers marching and afterward the road

bare and white except for the leaves.

Emest Hemingway, A Farewell to 1u,ms

Their only hope was that it would never stop raining, and they had no hope

because they all knew it would. When it did stop raining in Pianosa, it
rained in Bologna. When it stopped raining in Bologna, it began again in
Pianosa. If there was no rain at all, there were freakish, inexplicable
phenomena like the epidemic of diarrhea or the bomb line that moved.

Four times during the frrst six days they were assembled and briefed and

then sent back. Once, they took off and were flying in formation when the

control tower summoned them down. The more it rained, the worse they

suffered. The worse they suffered, the more they prayed that it would

continue raining.

Joseph Heller, Catch-22

The rain fed fungus that grew in the men's boots and socks, and their
socks rotted, and their feet tumed white and soft so that the skin could be

scraped off with a fingemail, and Stink Harris woke up screaming one night
with a leech on his tongue. When it was not raining, a low mist moved
across the paddies, blending the elements into a single gray element, and the

war was cold and pasty and rotten. Lieutenant Corson, who came to replace

Lieutenant Sidney Martin, contracted the dysentery. The trip-flares were

useless. The ammunition corroded and the foxholes filled with mud and

water during the nights, and in the momings there was always the next
village and the war was the same.

Tim O'Brien, Going After Carciato
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She liked the wild, quatrosyllabic lilt of the word, Barbarian. Then,

looking beyond the wooden fence, she saw a trace of movement in the fields

beyond. lt was not the rvind among the young com; or, if it was wind among

the young com, it carried her the whinny of a raucous horse. It was too early

for poppies but she saw a flare ofscarlet. She ceased to watch the Soldiers;

instead she watched the movement flow to the fences and crash through

them and across the tender wheat. Bursting from the undergrowth came

horseman after horseman. They flashed with curious curved plates of metal

dredged up from the ruins. Their horses were bizarrely caparisoned with rags,

small knives, bells and chains dangling from manes and tails, and man and

horse together, unholy centaurs crudely daubed with paint, looked twice as

large as life. They fired long guns. Confronted with the terrors of the night in
the freshest hours of the morning, the gentle crowd scattered, wailing.

Angela Carter, Heroes atlVillnins

Some Aspects of Narratiqte Time

Literature is, by virtue of its nature and subject matter, tied to time in a way the

other arts are not. A painting represents a frozen instant in time, and the viewing

time is a matter of the viewer's choice; no extemal limits are imposed in order to

say rhat you have seen the painting. Music takes a certain time to hear, and the

timing of the various parts is of utmost importance, but the time scheme is self-

enclosed and makes no reference to time in the world outside itself' A book takes

time to read, but the reader chooses his or her rate and may put it down and take it
up at will. In narrative, the vital relationship to time is content time, the period

covered in the story. It is quite possible to write a story that takes about twenty

minutes to read and covers about twenty minutes of action (Jean'Paul Sartre per'

formed experiments in this durational realism), but no one has suggested such a

correspondence as a fictional requirement. Sometimes the period covered is tele'

,.op"J, sometimes stretched. The history of the world up until now can be covered

in a sentence; four seconds of crisis may take a chapter. It's even possible to do

both at once: William Golding's entire novel Pincher Martin takes place between

the time the drowning protagonist begins to take off his boots and the moment he

dies with his boors still on. But when asked by a student, "How long does it really

take ?" Golding replied, "Eternity."

SL/M /IARYANDSCENE

$1rnmary and scene are methods of treating time in fiction. A summary covers a rel'
atively long period of time in relatively short compass; a scene deals at length with

a relatively short period of time'
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Summary is a useful and often necessary device: to give information, fi1l in a

character's background, let us understand a motive, alter pace, create a transition,
leap moments or years.

Scene is alu.,ays necessary to fiction. Scene is to time what concrete detail is to
the senses; that is, it is the crucial means of allowing your reader to experience the
story with the characters. A confrontation, a tuming point, or a crisis occurs at
given moments that take on significance as moments and cannot be summarized.
The form of a story requires confrontation, tuming points, and crises, and therefore
requires scenes.

It is quite possible to write a short story in a single scene, withour any summary
at all. It is not possible to write a successful story entirely in summary. One of the
most common errors beginning fiction writers make is to summarize events rather
than to realize them as moments.

In the following paragraph from Margaret Atwood's Ladl Oracle, rhe narrator
has been walking home from her Brownie troop with older girls who tease and ter.
rifi, her with threats of a bad man.

The snow finally changed to slush and then to warer, which trickled down
the hill of the bridge in two rivulets, one on either side of the path; the path
itself tumed to mud. The bridge was damp, it smelled rotten, the willow
branches tumed yellow, the skipping ropes came out. It was light again in the
aftemoons, and on one of them, when for a change Elizabeth hadn't run off
but was merely discussing the possibilities with the others, a real man
actually appeared.

He was standing at the far side of the bridge, a little off the path, holding
a bunch of daffodils in front of him. He was a nice-looking man, neither old
nor young, wearing a good tweed coat, not at all shabby or disreputable. He
didn't have a hat on, his taffir-colored hair was receding and the sunlight
gleamed on his high forehead.

The first paragraph of this quotation covers the way things were over a period of
a few months and then makes a transition to one of the aftemoons; the second
paragraph specifies a particular moment. Notice that although summary sers us at a
distance from the action, sense details remain necessary to its life: snow, path,
bridge, willaw brutclles, skipping ropes. These become more sharply focused as we
concentrate on the particular moment. More important, the scene is introduced
when an element of conflict and confrontation occurs. That the threatened bad
man does appear and that he is surprisingly innocuous promises a turn of events
and a change in the relationship among the girls. We need ro see the momenr
when this change occurs.

Throughout l-ady Oracle, which is by no means unusual in this respect, rhe pat-
tem recurs: a summary leading up to, and followed by, a scene that represents a

tuming point.

My own job was fairly simple. I stcod at the back of the archery range,
wearing a red leather change apron, and rented out the arrows. When the
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barrels of arrows \ilere almost used up' l'd go down to the straw mrgets' The

dfff,culty was that,"";;;id"';;'tt t"t" Ill th" "to*t 
had actuallv been

shot before we went ao*r"o clear the targets' Rob would shout' Bows

DO\X/N, please, "to*i 
Off *'e string' but occasionally someone 

-would 
let

an a,,ow *o, o.' nt,*oit"o^.i, "tiat'ii'ir'is 
was how i got thot' \ue'd pulled

the arrows and the "';;;;;J 
tut.i.tg t6e barrets back to the line; I was

,.ptu.i"g a target face, and I'd just bent over'

The summaries in these two passages are of the two most common qpes' which

I would call sequenaal 
^ird- 

r*ru^rt*rJol, respectively. The summary in the frst pas-

sage is sequential; it '"l'tt' "l'"tt* 
in theii sequence but compresses them: snoql

finally choneed to shnh ;;"';;;;;'ill'' *illo* i*rjh"' tu'med vllow' ul then skip'

ping ropes c&me out; the transition from winter to spring is made in a paragraph'

The summary in the second excerpt is circumstantiai because it describes the gen-

eral circumstu.r.", d"'i^"g;;tti;iti*"t Thi' is how things were' this is what

usually or frequently U'Jpt*d' Tfre .nyratol 
i" tht 

'"to"d 
passage describes her

job in such a way: I uooi'oi 't" 
back of the archerl range ' 1'd go down b thl sfflw w'

gets. Rob would shout';;;' *h"1 iht narrator arrives at an event that changes

her circumstance (I got ,-hot), she focuses on a particular moment: I was replrrcing a

nrget face, and I' d just bent ouer'

These two types ot ;";;;t' accurately represent two methods of the memory'

which also drastically ;;;;tt' Yott *lghr think of your past as a movement

through time: I *^ Uoiri'ii *z,* *rl" Liied there with m1 parents unul I was eigh'

teen; then I spent threeyears in Neql York b'fo" go^g on to EnglanL -Or 
you might

remember the way things were during a pe'iod o? thit time' In Neql York we used to

'i" 
i"*" gr"rdwal for i *;'dn'ght "'*k-' 

ond Jurl^t woutd alwa\s d$re us to some non'

sense or other before we got back. But when ,o,, ii-rt.rt of the events that significantly

altered either the ,"q,,-..,.. or the circumstances of your life, your mind will pre-

sent you with a ,..ttlifo" *' oft"no'n?'oft"o' B'ovie s'topped me in the haLL after

class utd wagedh" gl"*;;;; e ' HaA' yu thouBht about stu'dyingin Engkml?

Jerome Stem, in i'W*rShapeil ii^t19n' u3'ut"ly obttt"' that like a child in a

tantrum' when you;;;"il;;"tt r'u atteniiot''you "make a scene"'using the

writer,s full complem.]-rr-"i't*f.gue, physical reactions' gestures' smells' sounds'

*i:l;J:Ifi, 
th" f.""tiot' of summarv is preciselv to heighten scene' lt is in the

scene, the "present" ;i"'n. t,o" ;h" 
'r-'" 

i'"tn'' th" dit*""ry' the decision' the

potential r". .r,,.'g","t^gu!" .,'l *'""tio"' g;;t"**ary may be used within such

a scene to suggesr .o.r,r-"ri with the pasr, to intensify mood, to delay while aug'

menting orr. "t'titip"tt"-tf 
*t'* *ili huppt" ttext' This example from Rosellen

Brown,s Before ad;i;;;; ;irch a father disturbed by reports of a voung girl's

murder is checking J; h" ,o.tt .u, in a dark garage--does all three'

The snow was lavendar where the light came down on it' like the weird

illumination you see in planetariums-that changes every color and makes

white electric bl;l"J and I loved to go to the science museum in

Boston-not that long ago he had been x th't age when the noisy saga of
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whirling planets and inexplicable anti-gravitational fea6, narrated by a man
with a deep official-facts voice, was thrilling. He was easily, unstintingly
thrilled, or used to be. Not now though.

Notice how Brown uses brief summaries both of the way things used to be and the
way things have changed over time (both circumstantial and sequential summary),

as well as images of time, weather, and even the whirling cosmos, to rouse our fear

toward the "instant" in which major change occurs:

At the last instant I thought I'd look at the trunk. I was beginning to feel

relief wash over me like that moon-white air outside-a mystery still, where

he might be, but nothing suspicious. The trunk snapped open and rose with
the slow deliberation of a drawbridge, and then I thought I'd fall over for
lack ofbreath. Because I knew I was looking at blood.

Examining your own mind for the three kinds of memory-sequential summary
circumstantial summary, and scene-will help make evident the necessity of scene

in fiction. The moments that altered your life you remember at length and in
detail; your memory tells you your story, and it is a great natural storyteller.

FLASHBACK

Flashback is one of the most magical of fiction's contrivances, easier and more effec-

tive in this medium than in any other, because the reader's mind is a swifter mech-

anism for getting into the past than anything that has been devised for stage or
even film. All you must do is to give the reader smooth passage into the past, and

the force of the story will be time warped to whenever and wherever you want it.
Nevertheless, many beginning writers use unnecessary flashbacks. This happens

because flashback can be a useful way to provide background to character or
events, and is often seen as the easiest or only way. It isn't. Dialogue, brief sum-

mary a reference or detail can often tell us all we need to know, and when that is
the case, a flashback becomes cumbersome and overlong, taking us from the pre-

sent where the story and our interest lie. Furthermore, these intrusive passages of
childhood, motivation, and explanation tend to come early in the story before we

are caught up in the action. Then we wonder whether there is any story on its way.

If you are tempted to use flashback to flll in the whole past, try using your jour-
nal for exploring background. lVrite down everything, fast. Then take a hard look
ar it to decide just how little of it you can use, how much of it the reader can infer,
how you can sharpen an image to imply a past incident or condense a grief into a

line of dialogue. Tiust the reader's experience of life to understand events from atti-
tudes. And keep the present of the story moving.

Flashback is effectively used in flction to reueal at the nght time. k. does not so

much take us from, as contribute to, the central action of the story, so that as read-
ers we suspend the forward motion of the narrative in our minds as our understand-
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ing of it deepens. David Madden, in A Primer of the Nouel for Readers a'rdWnters,

says that such time shifts are most effective if the very fact of their occuffence con'

tributes to the revelation of character and theme.

If you find that you need an excursion into the past to reveal, at some point'

why the character reacts as she does, or how totally he is misunderstood by those

around him, or some other point of emotional significance, then there are several

ways to get the reader to cooperate.

Provide some sort of transition. A connection between what's happening in the

present and what happened in the past will often best transport the reader, just as

it does the character.
Avoid blatant transitions, such as "Henry thought back to the time" and "I

drifted back in memory." Assume the reader's intelligence and ability to follow a
leap back.

The kid in the Converse high-tops lifted off on the tips of his toes and

slam-dunked it in.

Joe'd done that once, in the lot off Seymour Street, when he was still four

inches shorter than Ruppert and had already started getting zits. It was early

fall, and. . .

A graceful transition to the past allows you to summarize necessary background

quickly, as in this example from James W. Hall's Under Cover of Daylight.

Thorn watched as Sugarma'i made a quick inspection of the gallery.

Thom sat on the couch where he'd done his homework as a boy, the one

that looked out across the seawall toward Carysfort light.
That was how his nights had been once, read a little Thoreau, do some

algebra, and look up, shifting his body so he could see through the louvers

the fragile pulse of that marker light, and let his mind roam, flrst out the

twelve miles to the reef and then pushing farther, out past the shipping lanes

into a world he pictured as gaudy and loud, chaotic. Bright colors and homs

honking, exotic vegetables and market stalls, and water, clear and deep and

shadowy, an ocean of frsh, larger and more powerful than those he had

hauled to light. Beyond the reef.

If you are writing in the past tense, begin the flashback in the past perfect and

use the consrrucrion "had (verb)" two or three times. Then switch to the simple

past; the reader will be with you. If you are writing in the present tense, you may

want to keep the whole flashback in the past.

Try to avoid a flashback within a flashback. If you find yourself tempted by this

awkward shape, it probably means you're trying to let flashback carry too much of

the story.

\/hen the flashback ends, be very clear that you are catching up to the present

again. Repeat an action or image that the reader will remember belongs to the basic
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time period of the story. Often simply beginning the paragraph with "Now . . ." will
accomplish the reorientation.

SLOWMOTION

Fbshback is a term borrowed from 61m, and I want to borrow another-sloc,
motion-,to point out a correlation between narrative time and significant demil.

When people experience moments of great intensity, their senses become espe-

cially alert and they register, literally, more than usual. In extreme crisis people

have the odd sensation that time is slowing down, and they see, hear, smell,

remember ordinary sensations with extraordinary clarity. This psychological fact
can work artistically in reverse: If you record detail with special focus and preci-
sion, it will create the effect of intensity. The phenomenon is so universal that it
has become a film clich6 to register a physical bloq gunshot, sexual passion, or

extreme fear in slow motion. The technique works forcefully in fiction. Note in the
quotation from Rosellen Brown above, how the trunk "snapped open and rose with
the slow deliberation of a drawbridge."

Ian McEwan, rn A Chill in Time, demonstrates the technique in an extended
passage:

. . . He was preparing tc overtake when something happened-he did not
quite see what-in the region of the lorryb wheels, a hiatus, a cloud of dust,
and then something black and long snaked through a hundred feet towards
hlm. It slapped the windscreen, clung there a moment and was whisked away

before he had time to understand what it was. And then--or did thls happen
in the same moment?-the rear of the lorry made a complicated set of
movements, a bouncing and swaying, and slewed in a wide spray of sparks,

bright even in sunshine. Something curved and metallic flew off to one side.

So far Stephen had had time to move his foot towards the brake, time to
notice a padlock swinging on a loose flange, and'Wash me please'scrawled in
grime. There was a whinnying of scraped metal and new sparks, dense enough

to form a white flame which seemed to propel the rear of the lorry into the air.

He was applying first pressure to the brake as he saw the dusty, spinning
wheels, the oily bulge of the differential, the camshaft, and now, at eye level,
the base ofthe gear box. The upended lorry bounced on its nose once, perhaps

twice, then lazily, tentatively, began to complete the somersault, bringing
Stephen the inverted radiator grill, the downward flash of windscreen and a
deep boom as the roofhit the road, rose again several feet, fell back, and
surged along before him on a bed of flame. Then it swung its length round to
block the road, fell on to its side and stopped abruptly as Stephen headed into
it from a distance of less than a hundred feet and at a speed whlch he
estimated, in a detached kind of way, to be forty-frve miles an hour.

Now, in this slowing of time, there was a sense of a fresh beginning. He
had entered a much later period in which all the terms and conditions had
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changed. So these were the new rules, and he experienced something like

,.,,., l, though he were walking alone into a great city on a newly discovered

planet. Ther" wrs space too for a little touch of regret, genuine nostalgia for

th. old days ofspectacle, back then when a lorry used to catapult so

i*pr"rri r"ty before the impassive witness' Now was a more demanding time

of .ffo.t and concentrario;. He was pointing the car towards a six-foot gap

formed berween a road sign and the front bumper of the motionless lorry. He

had removed his foot from the brakes, reasoning-and it was as if he had just

completed a monograph on the subject-that they were pulhng the car to

o.r" ,id., interfering with his aim. Instead he was changing down through

the gears ,rrd ,t"..i.tg with both hands firmly, but not too tightly' on the

*h"".1, ready to bring them up to cover hls head if he missed' He beamed

messages, o. .rth", messages iprr.tg from him, to Julie and Kate' nothing

mo.e listinct than pulses of 
"1".* 

and love. There were others he should

send to, he knew, but time was short, less than half a second, and fortunately

they did nor come to mind to confuse him. As he shifted to second and the

small car gave out a protesting roar, it was clear that he must not think too

hard, thaihe had to1rust to arelaxed and dissociated thinking, that he must

imagine hirnself into the gap. On the sound of this very word' which he must

harrl .pok.r, aloud, there was a brisk crunch of metal and glass and he was

througi and coming to a halt, with his door handle and wing mirror

scattered across the road fifty feet behind'

Before the relie( before the shock, came an intense hope that the driver

of the lorry had witnessed this feat of driving'

In this passage, McEwan consciously records the psychological phenomenon

tra.ed above, .o ,hu, in effect he is announcing his slow-motion device even as he

describes the action. on the psychological level, anyone old enough to be reading

the novel can almost inevitably identifu with the experience of sensual slow'down'

At the same time, part of our enjoyment is following the brilliance of the tech'

nique and knowing we're clever enough to get it'
it's also evident that the author is having a wonderful time. Beginning writers

often rush through or skimp on rhe elements of setting and time, probably out of

dreary memories of long descriptions they have read'

But when atmosphere is well created we do not experience it as_description; we

experience it. We yawn over passages in which authors have indulged themselves

t" pf"."-."f.red homilies o.r ah" beauties of nature or the wealth of decor' But just

,, ilrtogrr. that only offers information is too inert for the purposes of f,ction' so

too is dJscription that only describes. The full realization of locale and period, the

revelation o? 
" 

.hr.r.t.. tir.orlgh architecture or of emotion through weather, the

,d,r".r..1n..rt of plot through .hr.rg.. in season and history, are among the plea'

sures of both writer ,rrd ,.r]d.r. O.t.. yo" become adept at the skill of manipulat'

ing atmosphere, you will find that the necessity of setting your story some place

and some time is a liberating opportunity'


